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Employment Opportunities for Islamic Bankers
What are the job prospects for those

It is important to note that Islamic

knowledgeable and determined Islamic

who study Islamic banliing? This

banking is still in its formative stage. It

bankers eager to make their mark in the

question was asked by an academic. The

needs time to develop and compete

industry. I f they are well prepared for

answer is simple. Anyone who has

with confidence with a system that has

the challenge, there are endless

acquired knowledge in any field has to

been around for centuries. Islamic

opportunities lying ahead for them.

ultimately search for a job in the area of

banking has come a long way to be

his or her knowledge and interest. Thus,

accepted as a viable global financial

one who plans to pursue a career in

system. It has gained wider acceptance

Islamic banking has to go through the

and appreciation and expanded itself

same procedures of job prospecting as

into major financial markets of the

anybody else in any given area. To

world. To keep up its accomplished

imagine that acquiring knowledge of

image, a lot of effort and dedication is

Islamic banking would open the gates of

required. People must be encouraged to

heaven for them is living in an unreal

equip themselves with the complete and

world.

detailed knowledge of the system and
substantial expertise must be developed

Anyone who learns about Islamic

among those knowledge seekers.

banking is accumulating his or her

The pioneers in the movement of
Islamic banking have done a great
service to the industry and now it is for
the young and upcoming Islamic
bankers to continue the trend. It is
important to have the desire to acquire
knowledge of the system and get hands
on experience to meet the challenges of
the present day. Islamic banking is a
fast growing industry and those who
have some idea on the subject will
naturally be welcome. Those who

knowledge and competency so to be
able to perform to higher standards
compared to those who lack behind.
During the last decade a few hundred
people have graduated from the
Institute's Post Graduate Diploma
Course in Islamic banking. The course
is designed to supplement their

' Those who acquire the knowledge of Islamic
banldng will benefit and stand among the
distinctively superior crowd. It will offer endless
opportunities
to further career progression in an
industry that has boundless
potential.

knowledge and to enhance their
perception of Islamic banking.

Another major factor which needs to be

acquire the knowledge of Islamic

Combined with their knowledge,

considered in this context is the size of

banking will benefit and stand among

expertise and determination they have

the industry and the rate at which it is

the distinctively superior crowd. It will

been able to secure employment in

growing. It not only determines the

offer endless opportunities to further

banks and financial organizations. To be

number of qualified professionals

career progression in an industry that

able to excel one must attempt to

needed but also how to accommodate

has boundless potential.

enlighten his or her mind with

them. For Islamic banking industry, this

knowledge wherever available and

can only be taken as a positive

dedicate time effectively to achieve

indication for those who are looking for

excellence. The individuals with

a career in it. Islamic banking industry

distinctive qualities such as personality,

has grown tremendously in the last five

competency and most important of all

years or so. The number of Islamic

knowledge will prove to be above par. It

financial institutions has risen from 176

is a competitive market and individuals

to 267 and more institutions are

with the right mix of qualities will be

expected to emerge in the near fiiture.

successful.

These are exciting times for young.
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Islamic Banking - More Compatible
to Micro Financing
Akram

Khatoon

Since Islamic Banl<ing upholds n o r m s of social j u s t i c e , fair a n d equal
opportunities for all, it is m o r e c o m p a t i b l e t o objectives of Micro
finance institutions w h o c a t e r t o banl<ing n e e d s of financially
disadvantaged s e g m e n t s of population w h o a r e t o be e c o n o m i c a l l y e m p o w e r e d
by m a i n s t r e a m i n g t h e m in e c o n o m i c p r o c e s s . A k r a m K h a t o o n explains.

Introduction
Micro financing has its origin based on
universal dictum of economic and
social justice, to be brought in all
societies so as to arrest widening gap
between rich and poor and thus
eradicate poverty from the globe.
Similarly, Islamic laws based on
Quranic teachings, focusing all

based on the very philosophy that poor

a) Investment related, like Musharika,

should participate in economic activity

Modarba, Term finance certificates and

so as to share National wealth. This

equity participation where concept of

provides compatible and ideological

profit and loss sharing with equity input

grounds for adoption of Islamic modes

by Financing Bank and client or by the

of financing to replace interest based

bank alone prevails.

system or other modalities akin to Riba

b) Trade related instruments like

embedded in systems and procedures of

Murahaba / Bai muajjal, based on

micro finance banks.

concept of sale and purchase of goods

financial transactions also uphold

Further guiding principle of micro

and services by the banks, required by

ethical values and social justice and

finance banks / institutions is to become

their customers on term where price of

make it incumbent on the State to

sustainable, side by side promoting

goods / services plus margin of profit

promote equality and equal opportunity

entrepreneurship amongst financially

(mutually agreed) is to be paid on or

for all.

disadvantaged segment of population

before specified future date.

A l l the modes of financing imder
Islamic banking wherever introduced to
replace Riba / interest are based on
following assumptions:

with the sole objective of creating

c) Other instruments where element of

enabling environments for them to fully

interest is totally non - existence like

participate in economic process and

Hire purchase,

build up assets of their own. Islamic

leasing and rent sharing etc.

banking with total focus on basic
a) That all transactions under Islamic

philosophy of Islam which allows

modes of financing involve the concept

financial innovations, has evolved the

charge (this has also been practiced by

of risk sharing.

strategies and products relating to

public sector banks until recent past). It

b) Everyone has right to own assets

deposit taking and financing which are

is to be seen which of the

whether movable or immovable.

in consonance of basic principles of

aforementioned instruments is more

Qarze- Hasna and lending with service

social justice and ensures sustainability

compatible to micro financing, which

c) The contractual arrangements

both for financing bank and its clients

generally entails collateral free

between financing bank and the client

projects.

financing and at the same time strongly

have legal validity.

advocates for sustainability of the
Universally accepted Islamic Banking

On the other hand. Micro financing
promotes micro businesses even
amongst poorest of the poor and
contain element of risk sharing in all
financial transactions and above all is

financial institution itself. The

products relating to deposit taking and

experience regarding lending with

financing in vogue in the countries

service charges and by way of Qarze-

including Pakistan, where attempts have
been made to eliminate interest / Riba
from the banking system are : -

N e w
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financing endangers the sustainabihty

business operations of their clients to

alteration in agreed marked up price

of Organisation itself

prevent misuse of funds, which

w i l l not be encountered.

It is Bai Muajjal or Murahaba, which
stems from the concept of trading of

generally end up in making the return
of funds to financing bank doubtful.

In present scenario relating to
conventional commercial banks, it is

goods in vogue in Saudi Arabia and

In Pakistan, after verdict of supreme

unilateral change in marked up price or

adjoining States since the period of our

court to Islamise Banking in letter and

charging of liquidating damages by

Holy Prophet (peace be upon him). This

spirit, banks despite finding Moharaba

banks in case of clients failure to adjust

mode of financing is applicable to

easiest mode o f financing are faced

the advance in specified period, has

various trade related transactions.

innumerable problems in adhering to

attracted criticism from all quarters and

However in all transactions either of the

the requirement of their literal /

rendered mark up system akin to

following two modalities are involved:
a) The manufacturing concerns
generally need bank finance to meet
manufacturing or administrative
expenses. I f they are accommodated
under Murahaba arrangements, it
implies to purchase from customer
something o f value at a certain price,
taken as sale price, and sell it back to
the client on deferred payment basis, at
a price, which includes mark up, and
termed marked up or buy back price.

constructive involvement in sale and

interest based banking. Accordingly,

purchase o f goods / commodities and

Bai-Muajjal and Murahaba in present

secondly sticking to the agreed marked

form has been totally rejected by

up price in a scenario when in case of

Pakistan's Supreme Court and Banks

defaults banks can not have recourse

have been asked to remove all

against borrowers through courts within

loopholes in the system and implement

" Islamic laws based on Quranic
teachings,
focusing all fmancial transactions
uphold
ethical
values and social justice and make it incumbent
on the State to promote equality and equal
opportunity
for all.**

b) The modality involved regarding
financing customers in trading business

specified time(maximum allowed time

it strictly in accordance with philosophy

is, by sale of goods to them at marked

of 210 days after expiry of financing

behind it. Micro Finance Banks dealing

up price on deferred payment basis.

agreement.

with clients from low and lower middle

The mark up included in the buy back

In case of Micro finance Banks, where

and purchase prices in the cases

staff inducted generally come from the

discussed above represents bank's

targeted communities / areas /villages

return on financing done at agreed

for financing, it becomes easy for the

price. Here the vital question is risk

Micro finance institutions to cater to

management. Even in case of

business needs in the literal sense. In

conventional commercial banks there is

other word constructive sale and

a shift fi-om collateral based financing

purchase o f raw material, equipment

to performance related financing.

and machinery etc can take place

Instead of relying on collateral banks

through direct involvement of bank as

need to have safe guard against risk by

against current practice of delegating it

taking into account track record of the

to the client to purchase from the

client and operational efficiency of the

market. Similarly strict monitoring by

business reflected from funds / cash

Micro Finance Banks' staff specially

flow and other financial returns.

through mobile teams and affordable

The same criteria can be taken in use
by Micro finance Banks/institutions
who have deep penetration in the
communities they serve. Hence can
closely monitor and supervise the
6
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loan repayment arrangements (from

income groups to finance their micro
businesses may opt for using more than
one mode of financing for a client. Side
by side meeting clients fixed assets
purchase needs through trade related
modes o f financing (through Murahaba
/ Baimuajjal), they can provide loan
facility on service charge basis ( rate of
which to be calculated according to
prescribed formula given by State Bank
of Pakistan) to meet overheads of the
business. Low returns through service
charge can be compensated by charging
higher rate o f mark up on financing for
purchase of fixed assets of the business
concerned.

clients point of view) put in place, like

Next are the Investment related modes

payment o f installments on weekly or

of financing like Musharika, Modarba,

fortnightly basis ensures timely

Term Finance certificates and Equity

adjustment o f finance. Thus problem of

sharing, selectively in use by Banks

Ramadhaan / Shawwal
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operating in Pakistan show little

as their clients / owners of micro-

Modarba financing however has some

possibility of their application by Micro

businesses cannot afford to bring in

limitations in the scenario of Micro

finance institutions except Modarba. A l l

equity in the business and secondly it is

financing in the sense that clientele of

other investment related financing

an ideal module of financing where risk

these banks is least expected to

modules require client's Equity input in

sharing can be practiced in letter and

maintain proper books of accounts. As

the business, whereas in case of

spirit.

such it is difficult to ascertain exact

Modarba financier participate in the
business by bringing in only funds and
entrepreneur through his / her skill and
expertise runs the entire business. As
such for Micro finance Banks where
majority of the clientele is from
financially deprived class, it would be
feasible to make use of Modarba
module to finance business needs of
their clients.

Under Modarba Module role of Micro
finance banks would be of capital /
fiinds provider to their clients for
setting up micro businesses specially to
those who have good track record,
adequate experience of the business and
also those who own businesses of
longer cash conversion cycle. For
example, for financing live stock
business involving comparatively

Unlike interest based system (where

longer term repayment arrangement can

capital provider does not share risk in

easily be covered under Modarba

business) the return on funds invested

arrangements. Modarba in fact entails

in business under Modarba arrangement

issuing Modarba certificates to capital

are not fixed or predetermined. The

providers by the entrepreneur who uses

profit accrued in business is shared

the funds for establishing / running the

between capital provider and

business. In micro financing constraint

entrepreneur in the ratios agreed

regarding this modality can be handled

mutually. In case business happens to

by making clients execute a legal

incur loss, the entire loss is borne by

document in the form of a certificate

financier. However i f it is proved that

value of which would be bought back

loss situation is the outcome of shear

in installments by the client /

negligence on the part of entrepreneur

entrepreneur during the period facility

then he / she will be called upon to take

is availed. For example, financing o f

on entire liability as per rules governing

Rs.60000/- is required for a period of

Modarba.

18 months, for purchase of three cows

So far Modarba floatation in Pakistan is
restricted only to legal entities set up
under Rules and regulations enforced
through Modarba Companies Ordinance
and monitored by Securities Exchange
Commission of Pakistan and State Bank
of Pakistan. But in order to bring Micro
financing also within the ambit of
Islamic Banking despite peculiar
constraints and limitations with regard
to clientele of these institutions who are
poorest of the poor having no assets of
their own. Modarba Module of
financing turns out to be a feasible
approach for Micro finance institutions

of different age groups. The financing

business transacted and funds generated
so as to determine profit to be shared
by the bank. It is therefore advisable
that this mode of financing be applied
to on going concerns only who are in
need of expanding their business. The
deliberate attempt by the clients to
hoodwink the bank can be easily traced
out as Micro finance banks are the
banks of communities. They have
presence even in far-flung areas and run
by the staff taken from communities
they serve, hence they have extensive
exposure to relevant markets, as such
there is little chance of encountering
loss situation.
Conclusion
No doubt at initial stages of
implementation of the above discussed
modes of financing, some anomalies be
encountered by Micro finance banks,
but in course o f time these can be
addressed by making minor
modifications in the systems and
procedures without disturbing the very
essence behind each mode of financing.

under Modarba can be initiated by way

Since Islamic Banking upholds norms

of purchase of three certificates by the

of social justice, fair and equal

bank (by way of legal documents duly

opportunities for all, it is more

executed by the client). It will be with

compatible to objectives of Micro

the condition that client will buy back

finance institutions who cater to

these certificates in three six monthly

banking needs of financially

installments, on each cow attaining the

disadvantaged segments of population

age when it is profitably marketable.

who are to be economically empowered

Profit on sale of each cow, would be

by mainstreaming them in economic

shared by the bank at agreed ratio on

process.

six monthly basis, on the capital
amount in use in business during
preceding six months from each point
in time.
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Achieving a Double Crossover Success
Abdulkader

Thomas

D o e s t h e U S have a place for Islamic financial institutions? D o Islamic
bankers have enough confidence in t h e i r ethical values t o s e c u r e a nonMuslim c o n s u m e r basis a n d achieve b r o a d social a n d c o m m e r c i a l
relevance? A unique series of strategies have b e e n developed t o allow
S A M A D to build a banking proposition t h a t s e r v e s a l m o s t e v e r y c o n s u m e r .
A b d u l k a d e r T h o m a s explores h o w t h e s e strategies a p p r o a c h a successful
universal c o n s u m e r value proposition.

Introduction
Alan Greenspan stated that Long Term
Capital Market's crash did not cause a
systemic banking failure because the
web of US fmancial systems meant that
none was fiilly dependent upon the
other 1. As Islamic bankers, we are
inclined to interpret this to mean that
the US has a place for Islamic fmancial
institutions. To date, the approach of
American regulators has been to

ABC Islamic may be easily utilized in

The current administration in the

the US context across multiple

United States may be aggressively

consumer bases. And, indigenous

resisting these changes. Yet, local

Islamic mortgage ahematives and other

governments take a different view. A t

credit tools may well be developed as

the county and state level, local

superior alternatives to conventional

officials are keenly aware o f increased

credit instruments. In SAMAD's

Hispanic and Muslim participation in

American operations, a unique series of

politics, contrasted with lagging

strategies have been developed to allow

participation in housing, limited access

SAMAD to build a banking proposition

to banking, and other key elements of

that serves almost every consumer. The

community integration.

SAMAD paper will explore how these

accommodate Islamic fmancial
activities on a case by case basis with
specific rule making. Intriguingly, the

strategies approach a successfiil
universal consumer value proposition.
A Word about Demographics

result of this has meant that all the
transactions required by an Islamic

In SAMAD's home market more than

bank have been covered by rules made
by the Comptroller of the Currency and
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp 2.

24% of the residents are foreign bom
and more than 30% speak a language
other than English at home. Within the

Even still, more questions arise. Could

United States as a whole, the number of

Islamic instruments developed in the

non-Hispanic whites is expected to

GCC or Malaysia be applied in the US?

decline to nearly 50% by 2025 3. The

Do Islamic bankers have enough

United States is slowly turning mocha 4.

confidence in their ethical values to

Two important components of the

present them in plain English or plain

changes are Hispanic Americans who

Spanish in order to secure a non-

are increasing to as much as 40% of the

Muslim consumer basis and achieve

population during this period; and

broad social and commercial relevance?

Muslims who grow in number without

Mortgage and depository instruments
utilized in the East are probably not
applicable in the US, but the credit card
concepts developed by Shamil and

8
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consideration of every adversity,
whether or not immigration from
Muslim countries is curtailed or

Leading newspapers host right wing
and other columnists with aggressive
anti-Muslim and anti-immigration
views who assert that the US Muslim
population could not exceed 1.5 to 2.8
million. But, the metro pages and
sports pages tell different stories.
Schools with places for Muslims to fast,
schools which close for the ayad (the
two formal Islamic holidays).
American football lineups with Jose
Torres, Yung K i m and Abdullah Awad
as the star players demonstrate the
"mocha-izing" of America and Muslims
are a key part of that change. As the
youngsters standout in sports and
academics, the parents are moving from
weak ingles and low incomes to solid
English and middle, even high incomes.
Market research and census data are
arriving at a number approximating 7

hampered.

million Muslims in the US 5.

Ramadhaan / S h a v ^ a l
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Is There Less Systemic Risk in

paid whether or not the bank is

partnerships do not vest title in the

Islamic Finance

profitable. A certificate of deposit fixed

consumer. As a result, it is impossible

The first queries of a regulator tend to
be geared to the safety and soundness
of an institution, its practices and
instruments. At the institution level,
this means worrying about the
narrowness of a bank's product olTering.
For instance, US regulators are no
longer very keen on either credit card
or intemet banks, worrying that the lack
of product diversity or limited
distribution capacity will lead to either
excessive concentration of risks or
overpaying of rates or under charging
for loans. Would a bank applying
Islamic principles mean that the
customer base is so small that it can't
possibly generate sufficient profits to

for a specific period of time may assure

for a consumer to over-leverage a

fianding for the team at a specific rate,

property. Although certain concepts for

or may contribute to a mismatch when

the modification of Islamic structures

a bank's loans generate less interest

do not allow for home equity or second

than the depositors are due. The most

mortgage like debt, there is current

egregious example took place when US

research into this area to allow

interest rates were deregulated in the

consumers to improve the property with

1980's. The banks were locked into

their share of the actual or implied

low yielding long term mortgages and

equity, or to care for other major life

short term deposits which rose

events like death in a family or

reflexively with interest rates.

university education. Nonetheless, one

"If an Islamic bank were t o prove diverse enough in
both its product offering and its client base, it would
not likely be so large that it would challenge the
security of the system, but it might meet unfulfilled
needs in niche markets."

survive?
But, consider a profit sharing deposit.

could never take out more than the

I f the system is comprised of large

I f the contract aligns the consumer with

appraised value of the property (in

concentrations of activity in narrow

a specific portfolio of assets and the

contrast to some lenders in the US

players, or highly diversified activities

consumer's yield is linked to the yield

which w i l l lend up to 120% of a

in a small number of banks, then the

on those assets, then, in the event that

property's value).

risk of collapse is greater than

the asset yield is below expectations or

otherwise. I f an Islamic bank were to

even zero, the consumer will be paid

prove diverse enough in both its

the lower yield. The consumer might

The consensus o f Islamic scholars

product offering and its client base, it

not even earn a yield. Such poor

outside o f Malaysia is against the

Installment Sales Credit

would not likely be so large that it

performance might reduce consumer

securitization of debt instruments when

would challenge the security of the

confidence in an institution, but in a

such instruments merely represent a

system, but it might meet unfulfilled

systemic crisis like the US savings and

stream of cash as opposed to some

needs in niche markets. The challenge

loan crisis, such yield and portfolio

ownership of an asset. This limitation

then is not that the Islamic bank poses

linking would likely insulate an

means that murabaha or installment

systemic risks, but that the bank lacks

institution from the risk of failure or

sales credit obligations are severely

depth to survive.

reduce the recovery obligations of the

restricted in two ways.

Yet, what i f the methods and concepts
of an Islamic bank are popularized and
become common practice among some,
many, even all banks? Would these
concepts increase risk, prove risk

bank insurance regimes making there
insurance payments less than with
institutions using customary deposit
instruments.

or increase risk:

for the replacement of a traditional
mortgage as this would represent the
purchase and sale o f an asset from and

Mortgage Alternatives

to the same person at different prices.

A traditional mortgage does not restrict

On the other hand, these instruments

a consumer from borrowing more

are subject to key limits on

neutral, or reduce risk? Let's examine a
few concepts to determine i f they limit

On the one hand, they are not eligible

monies against the security of a second

securitization that make the originator's

Profit Sharing Deposits

mortgage or second deed of trust, even

balance sheet less liquid and the assets

A conventional interest bearing deposit

a third, or fourth. Yet, redeemable

less like other debt instruments.

is a contract that requires interest is

leases and declining balance

Foremost, the vast majority of Islamic
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scholars do not permit the sale of these

conventional asset backed market.

debt instruments at other than the total

And, as we will discuss later, some

Que es F I C O ?

price of the sale (not the original sale

government sponsored mortgage

price discounted or at premium).

investors may table fund 7 such

Secondarily, these assets may only be

investments, turning the originator into

mixed up to 30% of a pool 6 based on

a broker owning a servicing right and

specific rules relating to the mixture.

not an investor with an illiquid asset.

The meaning of these rules is that

We may argue that Islamic alternatives

Fair-Isaacs Company (hence "FICO")

originators of these transactions are

to conventional credit structures are

or its less successfial competitors, one's

almost by necessity balance sheet or

asset based. Even though they create

credit score determines one's access to

own portfolio investors. The

financial leverage, that leverage is

credit, insurance, and the pricing of

transactional and balance sheet risks are

fundamentally restricted by the nature

these services. From a layman's

greater than the conventional

of the asset and contract leading to its

perspective, achieving a decent FICO

The credit process in America has
become highly standardized. The result
is that among the most important
numbers in a consumer's life is his or
her credit score. Whether the
proprietary algorithm developed by the

securitized mortgage process. Yet, the

acquisition and fiinding. Moreover,

score requires a stable income, prior use

risks associated with failed

Islamic alternatives offer different

of credit, and carrying the credit for a

underwriting are concentrated in the

approaches to common problems.

period which demonstrates willingness

originator and not system-wide.

Hence the prospect is that the blend of

and ability to pay.

Yet, i f underwritten and documented
appropriately two alternatives are open
with these assets. In the case of an
institutional liquidity crisis, assets could
prospectively be liquidated into the

new approaches to old problems,
crafted by institutions rooted in the
immigrant experience will lead to
acceptance o f these novel ideas among
those who are traditionally the unbanked and the under-banked s.

But, a new immigrant, o f any ethnic,
linguistic or faith background, may
work multiple jobs, often for cash.
Hence, he or she will have no ability to
prove a stable income. Lacking a stable

Profit Sharing Deposits and Mortgage Alternatives in the USA
IIBI Monthly Lecture - October 2003
The Institute of Islamic Banking and Insurance held its monthly lecture on the 9th o f October 2003. The Institute invited
Abdulkader Thomas as guest speaker to deliver his talk on "Profit Sharing Deposits and Mortgage Alternatives in the
USA."
Mr. Thomas, who has more than 20 years of experience in the banking, is currently the President and CEO o f SAMAD
American Holding Corporation. He is also a principal in Strategic Guidance, LLC. Both of the above mentioned entities
are working to expand the reach of Islamic finance in the regulated US and OECD markets. Prior to this, he served as the
CEO of the United Bank of Kuwait, Islamic Banking Unit where he supervised the first regulatory approvals of Islamic
banking products.
Mr. Thomas gave a detailed insight of the developments in the US market and highlighted the challenges being faced in
the Ught of current world political situation. He mentioned the great demand for Shariah compliant financial services in the
US mainly because of the rapid growth o f the Muslim population. He also pointed out that the United States has seen an

I

increased number of Islamic financial transactions after the establishment o f HSBC Amanah Finance in New York and the
involvement of financial giants like Freddie Mac and A I G collaborating with the Islamic financial companies. He also
discussed in detail the instruments being used in the market such as profit sharing deposits, mortgage alternatives and
intemational sales credit.
The lecture was chaired by Mr. Keith Driver, Director HSBC Amanah Finance, UK. The lecture was well attended by
representatives from Anderson Quantrend, Fyshe Crestar, Integrated Properties Ltd, HSBC, Goldman Sachs, Samad
American Holding Corp, Loughborough University, Isalmic House of Britain, United National Bank, Delphi Risk
Management, Lloyds TSB, Maybank, Shariah Forum for ISalmic Investment & Finance Ltd, Trowers & Hamlins, New
World Educational Foundation and United Nations Development Programme.
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income in an increasingly homogenized

a temporary worker with multiple

dominant creditor and command the

retail world, he or she will have serious

employers or a recent arrival with

disposal of assets or seizure of deposits.

troubles accessing any form of

limited resources - language, financial,

consumer credit. I f the consumer has

and so on. The consumer deposits an

no credit, how could he or she prove

amount, as low as $250.00, which is

that they were capable of carrying an

then his or her credit limit. The

outstanding debt responsibly for a

consumer uses the card, receives a

sustained period? Hence, no FICO

statement, the balance due is deducted

score is created because no credit lines

from the deposit and the consumer is

are reported to the credit agencies.

asked to top up the deposit. Continued

The issue is very much in front of the
United States Congress as it becomes
apparent that large segments of the US
population, notably those who do not
speak English well, are victims of
unsavory lending practices in the subprime sector.

consumer performance with this

Nonetheless, some community driven

product will result in a satisfactory

banking organizations are offering these

credit score and the capacity to access

products to implant themselves among

new forms of credit and reasonably

the fastest growing demographic sub-

Kuwait 9, we had to adopt non-

priced auto and property insurance.

segments. In these cases, the intention

traditional underwriting methods for

The second product is similar, but

our consumers as many well-

suited to a person with an established

compensated technology workers had

job and presence. It is also a product

never borrowed money to buy a car or

which is most often misunderstood.

applied for a credit card. They had no

This is a secured credit card. Again,

FICO score whatsoever. How does one

the consumer places a deposit with the

explain to a debt-adverse person that he

card-issuing bank. The deposit helps to

or she does not qualify for a consumer

determine the credit limit. Instead of

obligation because he or she has

settling outstanding charges against the

studiously avoided debts for faith or

deposit, the consumer is responsible to

cultural reasons lo ?

pay independently or to carry the debt

Now imagine an immigrant who for
cultural or faith reasons does not
borrow. When we ran the M A N Z I L
USA™ program at the United Bank of

Manual and alternative credit
underwriting are suitable for balance
sheet and some securitization programs
in the US mortgage markets. Yet, the
fact is that even a positive portfolio
position to fund the acquisition of a
consumer residence may be undermined
by unaffordable insurance for the
property i f the property turns on the
consumer's FICO score. In fact the
absence of a FICO score may result in a
denial of insurance making the property

is to build one's long term consumer
base. Care students of consumer
demographics are beginning to
understand that immigrant populations
tend to be more brand and
institutionally loyal than established
populations. Hence, thoughtful,
commercial help delivered at the onset
of a consumer's financial experience is
almost certain to assure that the same
consumer will seek future advice from
this banker. We are among these

and accrue new interest charges. Here

organizations.

is where the misunderstanding comes to
play. Many consumers believe that the

At the SAMAD American Holding

bank will automatically deduct payment

Corp. and our affiliates (collectively

from their deposit. It won't. Thus,

"SAMAD"), we are preparing to offer

consumers often draw to their limits,

one, i f not two, riba-free credit and

build up large interest amounts due and

charge card products through our US

then have the accounts closed, the

banking clients. Philosophically, we

deposit seized and face collection

have determined that any of our product

agencies. Sadly, the consumer achieves

offerings will be framed by our desire

a poor FICO score instead of building

to adhere to and implement Islamic

credit.

values as values that may prove helpful
to any person o f any faith. Therefore,

transaction impossible to close.

Why secured cards don't work as they

Therefore, two alternatives must be

should in a number of cases has a great

considered to assist the consumer who

deal to do with the issuers o f these

lacks a FICO rating to secure long term

products. Typically, sub-prime lenders

access to credit and insurance. The

are the major providers of pre-paid and

SAMAD enjoys an Ethical Advisory

alternatives are distinct in that they

secured card products. Their interest is

Board ("EAB") which guides us to

necessarily target different audiences.

not necessarily to achieve improved

assure that our products comply with

consumer performance and grow a

Sharia'a. Fatawa are solicited and,

relationship, but to become the

when appropriate, secured for our

The first is a pre-paid credit or charge
card. This targets a person who may be

New

Horizon
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terminology in our market offering.
As we discuss in greater detail below,
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product offering and business

SAMAD provides leads, seconds staff,

direct linkage for consumers in the use

procedures. Thus, any MusHm who

manages marketing and advertising

of these products as preliminary steps

seeks access to evidence relating to our

materials. At times, certain third parties

to qualify for home acquisition and

Sharia'a compliance may secure it from

wish to emphasize the Islamic appeal of

automobile related products. The

SAMAD. But, the direct consumer

our products. Otherwise, many

commitment is to a consumer education

contact information is designed to be

institutions like the prospect of

about building a solid credit history and

delivered in plain English or plain

applying the products in a multi-

working within one's means and

immigrant environment where the

potential to acquire those products,

products have the capacity to attract

which make the most sense for the

greater volumes more rapidly.

consumer.

parties, which are licensed for the

Going back to the charge and credit

Part two of the article will be published

appropriate business in the jurisdiction

card products, we are working closely

in December 2003, issue no. 135.

where we do business. Therefore,

with our business partners to develop a

Spanish.
The current SAMAD distribution model
is based upon working through third

Foot

permission to mix murabaha investments into

Notes

About the

Author

asset pools with these assets representing up
1 Remark to Conference of State Banks,

to 50% of the pool.
7 Table finding is an arrangement whereby

Abdulkader has 20 years of diversified

1999. Washington, D.C.

the consumer contracts with one party, and
financial services experience. Abdulkader

2 Abdulkader Thomas, Regulatory Issues

another party shows up at the closing to
has worked in Bahrain, New York, London

Evolving for Islamic Banking in the US

complete the contract in place of the

(wwH'.ajif.org, January 2003), also

and Los Angeles. His areas of activity have
consumer's original counter-party.
included trade finance, real estate finance,

forthcoming Abdulkader Thomas, The State
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of the Art: Islamic Finance in the West with

November 13, 2002). Covering the Federal
The United Bank of Kuwait.

3 The State of the Nation's Housing

Reserve Board's Survey of Consumer

(Cambridge, MA: The Joint Center for
Housing Studies of Harvard University,
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4 Half a billion Americans? (London: The
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National Portrait (Council on American
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particular reference to the United States.

2002) , p. Al.

Abdulkader Thomas, President & CEO
SAMAD American Holding Corp.

Intemational Dialogue Day, September 9,

Finances, Carver points out that in 2001 18

Recently, Abdulkader secured the first FDIC

% of minority households had no type of

approval for an Islamic profit sharing

financial asset whatsoever

deposit. Abdulkader structured the first REIT

9 The author was General Manager of the

of REITs .structured to allow Muslims to

United Bank of Kuwait in New York from

invest in listed US REITs whilst complying

1995 - 1998. then CEO of the MANZIL

with Sharia 'a. Abdulkader has also been

USA " unit until 1999 when he became

involved in the structuring of inbound foreign

Acting CEO of the bank's Islamic Investment

investment for both the US and the UK, as

Banking Unit in London.

well as the restructuring of GCC

10 Group Discussion, Passage to Banking

companies. Abdulkader has been involved in

Conference, Federal Reserve Bank of New

four major surveys of financial demographics

York, November 21, 2002. Many Hispanic

and the national Islamic community.

based

immigrants to the United States, like many

Abdulkader is a graduate of the Fletcher

Africans and others from poorly developed

School of Law & Diplomacy in international

financial systems, often avoid banks given

trade. Abdulkader earned a BA with honors

their prior experience of poor management

in Arabic & Islamic Studies from the

and incompetent regulation. Others believe

University of Chicago.

that taking on debt will lead to some form of
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servitude. Yet, others believe that it is a mark
ofpersonal failure.
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Thomas,

Dr Syed Hasanuzzaman's
contributes

work not only

to the literature on Islamic

business ethics, but should also
western readers concerned

interest

with

business

ethics more widely and across cultural

issues.

The lucid account is written in the language of
contemporary

business ethics, and therefore

can usefully be included on the reading

lists

for business ethics courses worldwide,

as well

as for more specialist Islamic studies

courses.

The study is timely in view of the
moral crisis which commerce
widespread

loss of confidence

integrity and the honesty of

current

faces, with a
in business
corporate

reporting.
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ISLAMIC C O N F E R E N C E

HUM International Conference II
Islam and Accounting: Accounting Theory
and Practice for a Different Worldview
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

16th - 17th February

2004

The Department of Accounting,

The growth of Islamic fmancial market

fmancial institutions (MASBi-1) on

Intemational Islamic University

and institutions, culminating in the

disclosure and presentation of financial

Malaysia (HUM) is organizing a two

growing interest in Islamic banking,

statements that was effective since

day intemational conference tihed

finance and insurance further reiterates

January 2003. However, despite all

"HUM Intemational Accounting

the need for Islamic accounting.

these developments, there are still lack

Conference I I . The conference is

Different accoimting may therefore be

of critical thought and evaluations of

scheduled to be held in Pan Pacific

needed to serve different principles of

AAOIFI's accounting standards either

Glenmarie, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia on

fmancial instmments that are founded

on the technical accounting

the 16th and 17th Febmary 2004. The

on the Islamic worldview and Shariah

pronouncements, or on the theory upon

theme of the Conference is "Islam and

requirements.

which the standards have been

Accounting: Accounting Theory and

The efforts of Accounting and Auditing

Practice for a Different Worldview".

Organizations of Islamic Financial

The highlight of the conference is a
keynote speech to be delivered by Prof
Rifaat Ahmed Abdul Karim, Secretary
General, Islamic Financial Services

Institutions (AAOIFI) in the 1990s' to
develop accounting standards for
Islamic financial institutions are
commendable as a positive contribution

Board.

promulgated. Critical thought and

1

f

evaluations are needed to ensure that
not only Islamic accounting meets the
Syari'ah requirements but it is also
relevant to be practiced in our time.
Taking into consideration all the issues

towards harmonizing accounting

and needs, the Conference is planned to

The interest on Islamic accounting has

practices of Islamic fmancial

promote, encourage, and disseminate

been growing for the past two decades

institutions. The standards developed by

the research and development of

culminating in the publications of a

AAOIFI are also expected to facilitate

Islamic accounting. The Conference can

small but increasing number of research

the needs of the users of accounting

also be a platform for accounting

papers in intemational accounting

information of Islamic fmancial

scholars, practitioners and others

joumals. However, the development of

institutions who, in theory, demand

interested in the area to engage in

Islamic accounting is still at the infancy

different sets of information.

critical debates and discussions towards

stage as there is no clear direction in
research and until now a sound
foundation of Islamic accounting theory
has not been developed.

In the Malaysian context, Malaysian
Accounting Standard Board has issued

developing a sound Islamic accounting
theory and practice.

the first accounting standard for Islamic

Objectives of the Conference

Conference Secreta

The Conference aims to:

For further information:

• Provide a fomm for academics, professionals, students,
and others interested in understanding the interaction
between Islam and Accounting

Mdm. Putri Nor Suad Megat Mohd Noor / Maslina Ahmad

• Cater for the specific educational and professional
accounting needs of Muslim countries and Islamic
institutions
• Promote and encourage accounting research to further
enrich the development of Islamic accounting theory and
practice
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Secretariat, HUM Accounting Conference I I , Department
of Accounting, Kulliyah of Economics and Managemnet
Sciences,
Intemational Islamic University Malaysia, Jalan Gombak,
53100 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Tel: 603 2056 4674 / 4662 / 4698: Fax: 603 2056 4850
E-mail: norsuad(ff^iiu.edu.my: maslina(S),iiu.edu.my

Theme:
"Islam and Recounting:
Recounting Theory and Practice f o r
a Different

LUorlduieui"

16th - 17th
February 2 0 0 4
Venue:
Pan Pacific Glenmarie Hotel,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
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The Institute is pleased to announce that the enrolment on its
Post Graduate Diploma Course in Islamic Banking and Insurance
has crossed the 625 mark. Out of these many have already
graduated and quite a few are on the verge of graduation.
The majority of the people who enrolled on the

COURSE

course are professional bankers, accountants,

•

Islamic

jurists, academics, businessmen and those aspiring

•

Islamic

•

Islamic

products

•

Takaful

(Islamic

Insurance)

•

Islamic

banking

operations

for a career in the Islamic Banking industry.
In the rapidly expanding Islamic Banking industry,
the need for trained and qualified professionals is

CONTENTS
economics
banking
and

Ivestments

greater than ever before.The course aims to
equip you with the concept, products and
operation of Islamic Banking and Insurance.You
can secure a bright future in the Islamic Banking

ENROL
NOW

i

and Insurance industry by enrolling on the course.
With over 250 Islamic financial institutions

F o r Further

operating worldwide, which are growing at the

Information

The Course Coordinator

rate of 15% annually, the need for trained and
qualified professionals is greater than ever before.

The Institute of Islamic Banking and
Insurance
16 Grosvenor Crescent

Email: diploma@islamic-banking.conn

London S W I X 7EP

Tel: +44 0 2 0 7245 0 4 0 4

United Kingdom

F a x : +44 020 7245 9769
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BOOK REVIEW

Islamic Economics and Finance:A Glossary
Mohammad

Akram

Khar)

The rapid expansion of Islamic banking

helpful to researchers as well as

outside the Muslim world, and by
libraries and research institutes.

industry in just three decades is

practitioners in the field. Khan's

remarkable. With its phenomenal

objective to give a concise and correct

growth rate not only the number of

meaning of the terms being used in the

Islamic fmancial institutions has

industrj' today has remarkably been

increased, the understanding of Islamic

achieved. The publication w i l l go a

banking and finance has also grown

long way and is hoped to facilitate

tremendously among the practitioners

greater understanding of Islamic

as well as the public.

economic terminology among

Today, with more awareness among the

westerners and Muslims alike.

public and ever increasing interest by

Since the begiiming of the movement m

banking and finance practitioners all

reviving Islamic banking, such

around the world, Mohammad Akram

publications have helped in giving

Khan's book on the subject of the

Islamic banking the attention it

glossary of Islamic economics and

deserves. Islamic Economics and

finance is a much needed publication.

Finance: A Glossary is an interesting

The book tilted "Islamic Economics and

read not only for market practitioners

Finance: A Glossary" covers the

but w i l l also prove to be a useful

terminology used by Muslim scholars,

resource book for students of Islamic

The book has listed some organizations
that have seized to exist. This will not
only create confusion among its readers
but will also provide an incorrect point
of reference. It is hoped that this minor
misgiving w i l l be rectified in the third
edition.
M . A. Khan has done a great service to
Islamic banking by producing this
valuable work on Islamic finance and
economics. Publication of "Islamic
Economics and Finance: A Glossary" is
a welcome addition to the growing
literature on Islamic banking.
Mohammad Akram Khan must be
congratulated on this venture.

historians and legal expert explained in

economics and finance. The book

Muhammad Akram Khan is Deputy

easy to understand language.

clearly lays out its objectives for the

Auditor General in the Government of

reader as it covers terms from Arabic,

Pakistan. He has published several

Western bankers and finance specialists
have often been confiised over the
precise interpretation of the
terminology used in the literature on the
subject of Islamic economics and

Urdu, Turkish, Malaysian and English

books on Islamic economics and

sources. The information has been

finance.

accumulated in a concise manner which

Islamic Economics and Finance:
A Glossai7 - 2nd Edition 2003

will enhance its usefulness to everyone
who reads it. The book is definitely an

finance. The publication will have a
great academic significance and will be

essential purchase for reference
purposes by banks both inside and
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Bahrain

appointed the lead manager for BMA's

commitment of the Islamic banking

debut intemational Sukuk issue. We

industry to its most prestigious annual

F i r s t I s l a m i c B a n k in

were also the joint lead manager for the

fomm. With Bahrain as the

Kingdom of Bahrain's debut $500

intemational centre for this industry and

UK

Expected Next Year

million Eurobond offering in January.

more than 500 participants from across

The first Islamic bank in London is

We look forward to enhancing our

the globe participating each year, WIBC

expected to begin operations in the first

partnership with the BMA through this

has become the most prominent annual

quarter next year. According to Abdul

important assignment. CIIB has been

event of its kind in the region," he
added.

Rahman Abdul Malik, president of the

playing a pioneering role in the Islamic

bank, which will be known as British

finance industry which was evidenced

Islamic Bank. The British Islamic

by the recent highly successful $ 400

House has submitted all the required

million debut intemational Sukuk

documents to the fmancial services

offering of the Islamic Development

authority in Britain to obtain a permit

Bank which we sole lead managed."

for setting up the bank. The first
meeting of the general assembly of the
bank was held recently in Manama.
Abdul Malik said the bank had started

Bahrain to Host World
Islamic Banking Conference

The ministry of finance and national
economy of Bahrain, the Bahrain
Monetary Agency and the Islamic
Development Bank are supporting the
conference. The Intemational Monetary
Fund, Noriba Bank, Shamil Bank, Ernst
& Young, BNP Paribas, Dar Al-Maal
Al-Islami, McKinsey & Company and
the National Commercial Bank are also

to employ staff for the higher

Over 500 participants are expected to

management, decide on locations of the

attend this year's World Islamic

headquarters and the branches in

Banking Conference (WIBC), which

As in previous years, the event will

Britain as well as the IT system.

will be held in Bahrain on December 7-

feature Intemational Industry awards

8 at the Gulf Intemational Convention

such as "Islamic Banker of the Year"

& Exhibition Centre. Shaikh Khalifa

and "Outstanding Contribution to

bin Sulman A l Khalifa, Prime Minister

Islamic banking and finance". A new

The British Islamic House was
established for submitting the request
for setting up the bank as under the
British rules financial institutions can
name a bank only after obtaining a
license. The capital of the bank will be

of Bahrain, will be the official patron of

addition only for this year is "The

the Conference, which will be

WIBC Supporter of the Decade Award",

celebrating its historic 10th anniversary

which will be presented to an

this year.

organization that has supported WIBC

£14 million with major Individual
shareholders from Qatar, UAE and

The organizers said that the World

Saudi Arabia.

Islamic Banking Conference continues

B M A Mandates Citi

steadfastly over the past decade.

to build on its decade of success with

Taib B a n k Launches Islamic

an unparalleled line up of speakers and

Funds for G C C , U K Markets

Islamic Investment B a n k

thought provoking panel topics such as

The Bahrain Monetary Agency (BMA)

Finance and Securitization in Islamic

has mandated Citi Islamic Investment

Banking & Finance. This year the

Bank, Bahrain, and Citigroup Global

theme of the conference will be Islamic

Markets Limited to arrange, structure

Banking and Infrastmcture

and lead manage its upcoming $250

Development

Islamic Investment in Infrastmcture

million Sukuk issue. The transaction

actively participating in this conference.

Bahrain-based Taib Bank E.G. launched
two new equity funds based on the
Islamic investment law targeting
regional and U.K. stock markets.
Taib Islamic GCC Index Fund will
include 20 to 30 Islamic Shari'ahcompliant stocks representing the stock

Ehsan Abbas, chairman of the event

markets of Gulf Cooperation Council

organizers, said that the theme for

members: Bahrain, Qatar, Oman,

WIBC 2003 is vital for the growth of

Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and the United

this industry as infrastmcture

Arab Emirates. Minimum investment in

Mohammed A l Shroogi, Chairman of

development plays a critical role in

this fiind would be $200,000 while

Citi Islamic Investment Bank (CIIB)

regional and global finance. "The 10th

investors will have the options to enter

said: "Citigroup is honoured to be

Anniversary of WIBC demonstrates the

every 15 days and exit in a month. Taib

will be structured as an intemational
offering to broaden the investor base for
the BMA.
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Bangladesh

Islamic Index version of the U.K.

bad. "But we have been able to bring

market will consist of 30 to 50 stocks

down the NPAs to a comfortable level,"

whose underlying companies operate in

he added. The Bahrain Monetary

compliance with Islamic Shari'ah law.

Agency (BMA) is encouraging banks to

The Islamic law bans investment in

strengthen risk management systems in

such companies dealing in pork trade or

the wake of the talks surrounding the

Bangladesh Institute of Bank

gambling.

introduction of Basel 2 accord. The new

Management (BIBM) has trained up 23

accord is not only about bringing NPAs

senior bank officials at a course on

down, but it is about being more

'Islamic Banking and Financing.' The

systematic. It w i l l also help introduce

10-day long training course was

new risk management mechanism.

concluded in the city recently. B I B M

The investment terms of this fund are
similar to the GCC fund with $200,000
initial investment capital required.
The bank also offered its existing Taib

Farid said B B K wants to encourage

Eastern investors for the first time. This

customers to use the electronic channels

fund has been mainly offered to Muslim

in a much bigger way. "We want to

investors in Europe since it was first

push customers to use ATMs as an

launched in June 1996. Initial

established delivery channel," he added.

investment capital for this fund is

BBK has well developed e-banking

$100,000. The three funds will be listed

services, call-centre services, mobile

on the Bahrain Stock Exchange, where

banking, messaging services and is the

the Taib Bank itself is also listed. Bank

number one card issuer in the country.

officials said the funds will mainly

On the issue of difference in

target high net worth individuals and

provisioning norms in GCC countries,

institutions in the Gulf region. Jim

he said there had been coordination

Schlageck, Executive Vice President,

among central banks on the issue. In

said the bank expects to the funds will

order to standardise norms, they are

attract at least $100 million in total in

holding discussions.

Plan to revive A l Khaleej
Islamic Investment B a n k

erstwhile A l Khaleej Islamic Investment

services industry. He said, in the GCC,

Bank, which was a joint venture with

the financial market has developed

mechanism of the Islamic banks,

selection o f borrowers, credit
investigation, appraisal and various
operational procedures including
documentation of advances involved in
Islamic and to familiarise with the laws
and practices related to Islamic
Banking.
Dr Mohammad Sohrab Uddin, Director
General B I B M , chaired the concluding
session and distributed certificates
among the participants. Sk Hamn-ar-

way. More than talks on opening
strong legal system for the financial

operational procedures and functioning

identification o f investment projects

banking system to grow in a scientific

(BBK) is planning to revive the

principles of Islamic economics,

familiarise with the techniques of

healthy legal system in GCC for the

market, we need to work towards a

knowledge on different aspects and
familiarise the participants with the

Dr Farid also underlined the need for a

The Bank of Bahrain and Kuwait

on Islamic B a n k i n g

conducted the course to impart

Islamic Currency Fund to Middle

the first two months.

BIBM Holds Course

Rashid, Senior Associate Professor and
M d Abu Bakar, Professor, B I B M jointly
coordinated the course.

Lebanon

The Intemational Investor (TII).

faster than the legal system. "Look at

When TII went for a merger with A l

the electronic activity; there is no

Baraka Group last year, A l Khaleej

proper legal system to protect electronic

became a dormant entity. "We are

banking. In the era of paperless

evaluating all options on A l Khaleej.

transaction, there is nothing much a

Oriented bank Set to O p e n

We may revive it so that A l Khaleej can

court can do in case of a dispute," Farid

The first Lebanese Islamic-oriented

deal with Islamic products exclusively,"

said.

bank is set to open for business by the

said Dr Farid A l Mulla, General
Manager.

end of 2003 and will abide by the

Though there are good regulations, the

Islamic religious law in its dealings,

ability of the court to understand the

BBK has big plans including

various aspects of the regulations is still

establishing presence in other Gulf

questionable. Farid said, " I don't say

countries. There were times when the

that the GCC states have not developed

non-performing asset (NPA) levels were

a legal system."
New

Horizon
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between two Gulf-based financial

English daily Business Times reported

support also subsidized for the

institutions the Qatar Islamic Bank

that Bukhary Capital bought a 40

company any advertisement they

(QIB) and the Gulf Finance House

percent stake in the Islamic bank from

wished to air in the state owned media

state investment arm Khazanah for 206

Houses. Kano Trust also learnt that

million ringgit.

Takaful system operates as a form of

(GFH).
Last November, officials from both
banks agreed that the starting capital of

"It is a fair price. We hope to complete

the new business enterprise would be

the disposal o f the stake (40 percent)

$100 million, added the press release.

before the end o f this year," Khazanah

However, the chairman of QIB, Khaled

Chief Operating Officer Anwar Aji was

bin Ahmed al-Sowaidi, said in a

quoted as saying. Bank Muamalat,

mutual cooperation among the insured
based on agreement which provides
shared responsibility and joint
compensation for the interest of all.
In a key note address, the special

conference held in Beirut that the new

Malaysia's smallest bank with 6.6

adviser to the state governor on

bank will instead have an initial capital

billion ringgit of assets, offers Islamic

economic affairs and private sector

of $60 million, which would gradually

banking services which are based on

development, Alhaji Kassim Musa

increase to $100 miUion in three years.

profit-sharing instead of interest

Bichi said that the family Takful

The major contributors to the bank's

payments.

products offered by African Alliance

capital would be Gulf-based investors.

Company has met the necessary criteria

The new Arab Finance House will

acceptable to Islam. Alhaji Kassim

practice Islamic investment and
commercial activities, but will also
conduct the role o f a traditional
commercial bank, it said.

Nigeria

Bichi therefore appealed to the Muslims

African Alliance Launches

prepare for their hajj operations, noting

in the state to patronise the scheme to

Life I n s u r a n c e S c h e m e

QIB was established in 1982 and is one
of the most successful banks in Qatar
with assets worth $ 1.4 billion and
profits reaching $27.2 million in 2002.
GFH was established in 1999 with a
paid-in capital of $65 million. Its 2002
profits amounted to $13.3 million,
while its assets reached $134 million.

Insurance System (Takaful), has been
launched by the African Alliance
Insurance Company Limited.
Speaking at the launching ceremony
held at the Kano State Trade Fair
ground, the Managing Director o f the

Qatar
Q I I B to Cooperate with
Libyan Banking Sector

company, Mr. Ope Oreduigba said that

Sheikh Khalid bin Thani bin Abdullah

the system was free-from all elements

A l Thani, member of the Qatar

Mr. Ope further explained that

Malaysian C o m p a n y Buys 40

purchase the products.

The long awaited Islamic Life

of interest, gambling and uncertainties.

Malaysia

that non-Muslims are also welcome to

participants in the system would benefit

Intemational Islamic Bank (QIIB)
board and Abdul Bassit Ahmed A l
Sheibi, G M of QIIB, recently paid a
visit to Libya to strengthen finance and

Percent of B a n k M u a m a l a t

more than the company because in the

A company said to be run by a

shared among the insured.

Malaysian tycoon Syed Mokhtar

The managing director who

They held discussions with a number o f

Albukhary has bought a fiirther 40

acknowledged the support of Islamic

Libyan officials on economic and trade

percent of Bank Muamalat from

scholar in and outside the country also

cooperation and also on current

Khazanah Nasional, raising his stake to

called on people particularly Muslims

developments in bilateral relations in

70 percent, a local newspaper reported.

to utilize the opportunity to patronize

view of their commitment to diversify

Bukhary Capital Sdn Bhd had earlier

the Islamic insurance system.

the fields of co-operation and increase

bought a 30 percent stake in Bank

Speaking also at the occasion, the state

trade exchange between the two

Muamalat from second-placed lender

commissioner for information, Alhaji

countries. Sheikh Khalid briefed

Commerce Asset-Holding Bhd for

Garba Yusuf who assured African

participants at the meetings on

155.1 million ringgit ($40.8 million).

Alliance o f the state government's

investment opportunities in Qatar,
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stressing that Qatar's private sector was

Stock Exchange, will have a variable

President Retail and Corporate

keen to boost its activities in both the

rate o f Ijarah return.

Banking, DIB and Mr. Zaid A l Qufaidi,

private and pubhc sectors in Libya and
to estabhsh joint investments with a
strong partnership between the two
sides. He said his visit to Libya, the
first of its kind, and his meetings with
Libyan officials in the banking and
financial sectors, provided an excellent
opportunity to discuss economic issues
of importance to both parties. Talks
included plans to establish a QatariLibyan Islamic bank to be called
Libyan Financing House and a new

Chief Operating Officer, EPPCO. Other

Mohammed A l i Alabbar, chairman o f
Emaar Properties said: "The company is
ideally placed to move forward with

confirm the agreement.

financing of this kind to improve cashflow and optimise performance. "New

'Dubai Islamic Bank has always been

projects, including Dubai Marina and

on the lookout for ways in which we

The Meadows, are coming to market,

can ease the lives of our customers,'

and we are now pressing ahead with

said M r Bhutti A l Falasi. 'This is also

plans for commencement of the tallest

one such initiative wherein we bring the

sky-scraper in the world, Burj Dubai

ATM facilities to our customers, at

(Dubai Tower)."

convenient locations across the city, in
addition to saving them the

Takafiil insurance company in Libya

Hussain A l Meeza, chairman. Liquidity

both working in compliance with the

Management Centre, (LMC), said his

Islamic Shariah law in addition to

company will be the arranger of the $50

cooperation in the field of health care.

million deal, which will have an

inconvenience of finding adequate

were part of important investments to
be made by Qataris and Libyans and
that these projects would pave the way
for more investments in other fields for
the benefit of the two countries. He said
the plan to establish the Libyan
Financing House, which received
positive response from Libyan officials,
is the result of joint efforts of the
business community of the two nations

projects.

extremely glad to have tied up with a
organisation like EPPCO / ENOC and

Emaar Sukuk Co. (SPV) will act as

we hope this strategic association will

issuer for Emaar's first tranche of Ijara

be strengthened by further initiatives,'

Sukuk financing. "This is the first

he added.

Islamic Sukuk to be arranged for a
corporate regionally, which reflects the

Commenting on the agreement, Mr.

growing Islamic Sukuk market. We are

Hussain Sultan said: 'Service stations

delighted to have this opportunity to

these days are much more than just

arrange this issue for such a prestigious

petrol outlets. They have evolved to

corporate name like Emaar, the region's

become neighbourhood centres with

leading real estate development

one-stop convenience stores. Evolution

company," said Hussain A l Meeza.

will continue and the installation ATMs

ATM

providmg the highest level of

in the quest for new investment
opportunities and establishment of joint

parking at banking outlets. We are
professional government-owned

average life o f 4.9 years, while L M C
He said the planned projects in Libya

senior officials from both organisations
were present at ENOC's head office to

is another step forward in our aim of
Alliance

convenience to our valued and loyal

A g r e e m e n t Signed

customers.'

Dubai Islamic Bank (DIB) and

United Arab Emirates

Emirates National Oil Company

'Customer convenience is an elemental

(ENOC) Ltd and its subsidiary Emirates

part of our strategic goals and our

E m a a r to Float D h 184m

Petroleum Products Company (EPPCO)

alliance with ENOC / EPPCO is merely

Islamic Five-Year N o t e s

LLC have joined forces to offer value-

one initiative that will enable us to

added services to their customers, by

achieve this by increasing our

Emaar Properties is set to launch its

setting up ATM facilities at selected

distribution channels and enhancing the

first-ever Islamic Ijara Sukuk facility

ENOC and EPPCO service stations.

customer experience,' said Mr. Razak,

worth Dhl84 million ($50 million) to

Mr. Bhutti Khalifa bin Darwish A l

while commenting on the alliance.

fund its expanding portfolio of new

Falasi, Chief Executive Officer, DIB

'Other initiatives include A l Islami on-

commercial and residential pro-jects in

and Mr. Hussain M Sultan, Group Chief

line, A l Islami Mobile Banking, A l

and around Dubai as well as the

Executive and Board Member, ENOC,

Islami A l Mubasher - our 24- hour call

growing mortgage portfolio of its

signed the agreement in the presence of

centre and our automated branches.

subsidiary, Amlak Finance. The five-

Mr. Saad Abdul Razak, Executive Vice

Since the last mentioned is due for
expansion, we expect to have 10 fully

year notes, to be issued on the Bahrain
New
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automated branches by the end of

including the ability to obtain additional

concemed authorities when

2004,' he added. The installation o f the

cards for members o f families,

transforming fi-om traditional banking

ATMs at six selected ENOC and

emergency replacement of lost or stolen

to Islamic banking," he noted.

EPPCO stations is expected to be

cards, and participation in all

completed by February 2004.

promotional activities associated with
the card.

NBS

launches U A E ' s

"The Islamic bankers are needed to put
in a huge effort in the coming few years
to promote the Islamic banking and try

"We would like to congratulate NBS on

hard to build strong base and

First Islamic C r e d i t C a r d

being the first bank in the country to

foundation for the Islamic banking in

National Bank of Sharjah (NBS) is the

achieve this landmark and for being one

the globe," Mr Abdullah said. He noted

first bank in the UAE to launch an

of only three banks in the Middle East

that the key of success in creating a

Islamic credit card in association with

to issue Islamic credit cards," said Iain

strong Islamic institutions is the

Visa Intemational. The new credit card

Jamieson, vice president for business

qualified bankers who are well aware o f

will meet the needs of a large section of

development. Visa Intemational in the

the Islamic and Sharia mles that govem

the population who require credit card

Middle East.

the banking transactions and have an
experience in the traditional banking

facilities in accordance with the

N e e d to Establish Islamic

system.

expected to fulfill a huge market

F i n a n c i a l I n s t i t u t e in U A E

Dr Saeed Salman, president of AUST

demand for Shariah compliant financial

Economists, financial experts and

University, said : "UAE is one of the

products. Mohammed Abdullah, NBS

executive bankers discussed the urgent

pioneers in the Gulf region in terms of

acting general manager and head of the

need for establishing an Islamic

implementing Islamic banking, it dates

commercial banking division, said, "As

Financial Institute in the UAE to back

back to the establishment of the first

the country's very first issuer of Islamic

the worldwide Islamic banking thmst at

UAE Islamic bank in the region in 1975

credit cards, we are extremely proud of

an economic fomm organized recently

by Saeed Lootah.

this milestone achievement that will

by Ajman University of Science and

add new dimensions to the UAE's

Technology Network.

provisions of Islamic Sharia. This is

Islamic banking sector.

The bold move though faced strong
challenges in the beginning had been

Participants at the fomm explained that

received with great enthusiasm among

"This new development has stemmed

more than US$140 billion with an

scholars and businessmen seeking an

fi-om a strong demand for a fanctional

annual growth of 15 per cent are being

Islamic portfolio and Islamic financing

and intemationally accepted Islamic

managed by the Islamic Financial

vehicle for their business.

credit facility as an alternative to

Institutions. Dr Hussain Hamid,

existing Islamic charge card products

chairman of Sharia Legal Directorate at

that are available in the country."

Dubai Islamic Bank, said: "The Islamic
banking institutions in the region have

The card, which requires a minimum
monthly settlement of only 10 per cent

advanced so well in the last two
decades to achieve great success and

of the utilised credit limit, has been

introduce new legal framework for the

stmctured competitively and will
provide global usage by its cardholders

Islamic banking in the world".

Dr Salman pointed out that the Islamic
banking has achieved an immeasurable
and excellent presence and has
impacted the business environment in
number of countries around the world.
"Our role as an educational institution
is to help raising awareness and educate
people of the significance of the Islamic

at all Sharia-approved merchant outlets.

Mohammed Abdullah, general manger

banking through organizing fomm," he
added.

Cardholders will be able to utilise

at Sharjah Islamic Bank, explained that

Visa's acceptance at millions of point-

there are several hurdles that slow the

of-sale locations in 150 countries in

rapid progress o f the Islamic banking

addition to cash withdrawal facilities

worldwide. "The amount of work

fi-om over 870,000 Visa ATMs

accomplished is huge and have double

worldwide. The card, which will

effort to show impact in the global

initially be issued in Classic and Gold

economy. Some of these hurdles are the

forms, will offer various benefits

acceptance of the new changes by the
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